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Abstract

We introduce a six layer model of trac variations and a corresponding model of management actions. In particular, we trac
study real time trac management on the trac and session levels which correspond to variations on the hour and minute levels.
Using virtual paths (VPs) and virtual channels (VCs) as the managed entities on the two levels respectively, we put forward a
simple and robust strategy for trac management in real time: For slow variations, i.e. on the trac level, all nodes simultaneously
monitor o ered tracs and forward the result to a network management centre (NMC); The NMC computes a new set of optimal
VPs compares the result to the existing network; If a change appears pro table, the necessary information is sent back to the
nodes and the new design is implemented. For fast variations, i.e. on the session level, dynamic routing schemes similar to those
of public switched telephone networks are employed.
Applying our strategy to control general networks subject to tracs which in advance are known only as expectations, we
develop simple methods for trac observation, derive the optimal observation interval, brie y review algorithms to compute VP
networks, develop a cost optimal test to determine whether to implement a new design or not, and derive the optimal updating
interval. Running our strategy in a simulator, we discover a considerable adaptivity and a performance far better than obtained
by alternative methods.

1 Introduction

1.1 Trac Management

Any telecommunications network is subject to trac variations, some of which are related to human factors,
such as oce hours, and others are technology dependent, for example compression of video information.
The way in which such variations are handled is, in our terms, the essence of trac management. Typical
management issues, e.g. statistical multiplexing and advanced routing, have gained considerable attention in
the past. Current interest in trac management is motivated by a number of factors: Services with widely
di erent trac characteristics and quality of service demands must be jointly managed in the integrated services
digital network (ISDN) and in the broadband-ISDN (B-ISDN); Recent technological achievements in optical
bre technology mean that transmission is becoming faster, cheaper and more reliable; Switching technology
has taken a new course with the introduction of the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) or its equivalent the
slotted envelope network (SONET) and the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM); User needs are changing with
the continuous deployment of new equipment and applications at the user's end.
Figure 1 shows a simple, hierarchical view of trac variations in a B-ISDN using ATM. The rst stratum
refers to trac growth from new users, equipment and applications; the second stratum refers to variations
in the number of potential users, i.e. the number users in a position where they may use their equipment; the
third stratum refers to variations in the number of active users, i.e. the number of potential users actually
using their equipment; the fourth stratum refers to variations in user behaviour, i.e. the number of active
users currently generating information; the fth stratum refers to variations in user information delivery,
i.e. the number of users currently presenting information to the network; and the sixth stratum refer to cell
formation and presentation to the network. For more details, refer to e.g. [4].
Our view of trac management, more thoroughly presented in [4] and illustrated in gure 2, follows the
above model of variations. Similar approaches are proposed also by [14, 15, 28] and others. Management
means for the rst stratum include installing and activating new resources; the second stratum is managed
by rearranging major parts of transmission network in terms of its virtual paths; the third stratum by
rearranging minor parts of the transmission network in terms of virtual channels; the fourth stratum by
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Figure 1: Layered model of trac variations.
controlling the ow into and out of bu ers, i.e. by means of end user backward congestion noti cations and
dynamic alternations of transmission capacity; the fth stratum by potentially long bu ers with dynamic
bu er allocations and intelligent actions on congestion; and the sixth stratum by small bu ers, short distance
backward congestion noti cations and forward reservations. Our main concern in the present paper is strata 2
and 3.

1.2 Virtual Paths and Virtual Networks

A VP is formed by reserving a certain amount of transmission capacity on a series of links and cross connecting
the reserved channels through possible, intermediate transit nodes. A network of VPs, a virtual network (VN),
forms a higher layer which is logically independent of the underlying physical network. The VPs thus constitute
the links of a VN. The path concept in SDH/SONET and path addressing of ATM both lend themselves well
to implementation of VNs.
The capacities of VN links are set so that current trac demands can be handled with an acceptable grade
of service under the constraints of the underlying physical network. If all demands cannot be accomodated,
capacities are set to maximise some network performance metric, e.g. carried trac revenues minus running
costs. Since capacity allocations depend on available physical link capacities and currently o ered tracs,
changes in these will necessitate re-evaluations of the allocations. We refer to this process as VN management
(VNM), other names include bandwidth switching [1], capacity management [8], bandwidth management [23],
and bandwidth control [34, 35, 38].
Besides the general appeal of a structured approach to trac management, some of the motives behind VPs
and VNs [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35, 38] are: Reduced costs resulting from simpli ed transit
exchanges, faster connection establishment by excluding intermediate node processing at set-up time, improved
trac management capabilities such as possibilities to redirect trac in congested or faulty networks, and a
means for providing customer-dedicated closed VNs. For multi-service networks, we may additionally gain
simpli ed statistical multiplexing and grade of service control on strata 4{6 by grouping services into service
classes (SCs) and carrying each class on a separate VN, a virtual service network (VSN) [4]. The members
of an SC have similar strata 4{6 trac characteristics, e.g. peak rate and burstiness, and similar strata 4{6
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Figure 2: Layered model of trac management.
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quality of service demands, e.g. cell loss and delay.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Networks and Tracs

We consider networks with N nodes on which VSNs with full end-to-end connectivity are established. For the
sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to one SC. However, the results are readily extended to multi-service
networks.
Strata 4{6 are visible from stratum 3 as a table of \equivalent circuits" (ECs). For a VP with origin o and
destination d, o; d = 1; : : : ; N , o 6= d, the number of ECs is denoted by m(o; d). This number is computed from
the capacity of the VP, the bu er space for burst stratum statistical multiplexing, and service requirements
such as loss, delay and jitter for the class in question, see works on equivalent circuits, e.g. [22, 26, 32], for
further details. The capabilities of the activity level stratum may optionally be taken into account.
On strata 2 and 3, each origin-destination pair (OD-pair) o; d = 1; : : : ; N is o ered a pure chance stream
of connection requests, the rate of which which changes every T th time unit. We set the mean session holding
time to unity and denote the trac o ered to o; d during the kth T -interval by Ak (o; d). The sequence of
tracs is limited to k = 1; : : : ; K and cyclically repeated, so that AK (o; d) is followed by A1 (o; d). Periods T
and tracs Ak (o; d) are known only as forecast expectations, e.g. averages from long term measurements, and
will in reality deviate randomly from these values, in our paper according to normal distributions.

2.2 Trac Management Strategy

As mentioned above, management functions on strata 4{6 interface stratum 3 by means of tables of ECs, and
stratum 1 is not considered in this work. We will now give the strategies for strata 3 and 2.

2.2.1 Stratum 3: Sessions

The normalisation of time means that the time scale for stratum 3 is unity, and the scope is essentially stochastic
variations in the number of arriving connection requests. This is done by establishing and releasing VCs.
Requests from o to d are granted a new VC on the direct o,d-VP from if the number of sessions in progress
l(o; d) is less than the VP's number of ECs, i.e. if l(o; d) < m(o; d). Should this not be the case, is the request
rejected ( xed session routing) or over owed to alternative VP arrangements (dynamic session routing).
Dynamic session routing is accomplished by means of DAR, Dynamic Alternative Routing [19]. Secondary
attempts in DAR are made over OD-pair speci c tandem nodes n(o; d), so that a VC may be established over
the o,n- and n,d-VPs in tandem. Note that only two-hop alternatives are used. DAR is combined with trunk
reservation, which means that a VP accepts over owing requests only if l(o; d) is less than the trunk reservation
level r(o; d) < m(o; d). A successful over ow thus requires that l(o; n) < r(o; n) and l(n; d) < r(n; d). Should
the secondary choice fail is the request rejected, and a new n(o; d) is selected for future over ows. Selection
takes place at random with equal probabilities for all nodes.
Trunk reservation levels are set per VP to ful ll a simple pro t maximisation criterion: A VP earns a pro t
of 1 for each primary choice VC established, and 1/2 for each secondary choice VC. The trac over owing from
a primary choice is assumed to be randomly distributed over all possible alternatives in proportion to their
relative idle capacities, and the sum of all over owing tracs to any VP is assumed to form a Poisson process.

2.2.2 Stratum 2: Trac

The time scale of stratum 2 is by our de nitions T , and the primary concern is to adjust resource allocations
to systematic variations in the number of arriving connection requests. This is done by adjusting the capacities
and physical layouts of VPs.
We require that all nodes simultaneously monitor o ered tracs during intervals of tM time units, with
new intervals commencing every tU th time unit. Trac estimates are forwarded to the NMC which computes
updated VSNs and analyses the result. If implementing the new design appears pro table, the necessary
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information is sent back to the nodes and the design is implemented. Transmitting trac information to the
NMC, computing and analysing the design, returning results to the nodes, and implementing the design is
assumed to take a total of tE time units.
Implementing new designs may result in that sessions in progress must be moved, or that VPs no longer
can support all sessions in progress. The former is not considered further here, but for the latter we provide
two-hop rerouting over the least loaded alternative, if any, and use premature clearing as a last resort if all
alternative two-hop paths are blocked. Rerouting is further combined with limited repacking: At updating
intervals are rerouted sessions moved back to direct routes if possible, but without optimisation. Rerouting and
repacking may seem complicated, but we point out that this is already done in today's cellular mobile systems
and high speed packet switching, [36]. Moreover, in section 4.1 we show that the actual number of sessions
subject to such actions in reality is very small.
There is clearly a trade o between the resources spent on management actions such as rerouting and
repacking active sessions, and the associated increase in carried trac. To compare the two and optimise our
strategy, we have assigned a pro t of 1 for all accepted requests and accounted for the following costs: CL for
every connection attempt lost, CT for each updating attempt (transmission of data to the NMC, computing
and analysing a design), and for implementing a new design CI for the implementation as such plus CP for
processing a session not routed on its direct path, CR for processing a session that cannot be carried on its
direct path, and CC for dropping a session that cannot be carried at all.

2.3 Numerical Assumptions

Throughout this work, we have used a set of test networks and a simulator which implements the above strategy.
The set of test networks comprises eight di erent physical networks of N = 20 nodes, each for which a series of
K = 8 distinct sets of o ered tracs was provided. For details on network topologies, transmission capacities
and o ered tracs, refer to other works by the author. Moreover, we have set the trac interval length T = 30
and chosen the following costs: CL = 1, CT = 10, CI = 100, CP = 0:5, CR = 0:5, CC = 10. Numerical values
obtained below are to some extent dependent on our particular choices.

3 Strategy Details

3.1 Trac Observation

The rst step in our strategy consists of nodes observing o ered tracs and reporting results to the NMC. We
therefore need a method according to which tracs are observed and a way to compute tM , the time during
which observations takes place.

3.1.1 Method
For our purpose, only short term, on-line measurements, possibly combined with short term forecasts, are
relevant. We have considered two basic approaches, arrival counting (AC) and carried trac measurements
(CT).
We rst consider AC, which means counting the number of connection attempts received during an observation interval of length t, N (t), from which an estimate A^ of the o ered trac A is obtained as A^ = N (t)=t.
The analysis is straightforward and we nd E fA^g = A and V fA^g = At .
R a0( ) d ,
Proceeding to CT, the number of busy channels at time  , a0 ( ), is recorded
during
t
time
units,
t
R
from which an estimate A^0 of the carried trac A0 is obtained as A^0 = 1t t a0 ( ) d . This, in turn, gives an
estimate of the o ered trac by \backward Erlang computation", i.e. by solving for A^ in A^0 = A^(1 , Em (A^)),
where Em (A) is the Erlang loss formula. (For estimation of A0 only, see also e.g. [13, 15].) Assuming
of 0,
 a loss
,t 
2
A
1
,
e
0
^
^
^
^
hence A = A , and negative exponential session holding times, we nd E fAg = A and V fAg = t 1 , t .
Comparing AC to CT, it is noted that the latter provides better accuracy if t < 1:5936.
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Figure 3: Bias for the CT measurement technique for a small trunk (left) and a large trunk (right).
For a loss > 0, however, CT fails as backward Erlang will introduce a positive bias to A^. In short, this
is because of the non-linearity of the Erlang loss function. Figure 3 shows the bias recorded by applying CT
measurements on a simulated trunk with m = 100 (left) and m = 1000 (right) ECs and Em (A) = 0:5%, 1.0%,
2.0% and 5.0% respectively.
In conclusion, CT cannot be used for real-time estimation of o ered tracs, and AC is chosen as our
estimation method. AC also has the advantage of ease of implementation: Counting the number of arriving
service requests is straightforward, and is actually already implemented in many switching systems, e.g. as part
of the overload control of the system itself.

3.1.2 Observation Interval
We now turn to the problem of selecting a proper observation interval t = tM for AC. On one hand, the
variance of the estimate becomes smaller the longer the observation interval. On the other hand, we consider
trac processes the rate of which varies with time, and the longer the interval, the more old, possibly invalid,
information will be contained in an estimate. In other words, the optimal observation interval is a balance
between low variance (large t), and exclusion of invalid information (small t).
Consider an arbitrary OD-pair o; d, an arbitrary trac T -interval k, and let A^ be an estimate of Ak (o; d)
used to redesign the network during this interval. We de ne topt
M (k; o; d), the optimal observation interval with
respect to k; o; d, as the one for which the expected, squared error of A^ takes its minimum,

topt
E f(A^(tM ) , Ak (o; d))2 g
M (k; o; d) = tM : min
tM

(1)

For convenience we temporarily drop the reference to o; d. Moreover, we assume that Ak con rms exactly with
the forecast average, and ignore possible information on expected deviations in our analysis.
Due to transmission and processing time, designs implemented during the rst tE time units of the interval,
will be based on measurements made during k , 1. Similarly, designs completed during the following tM time
units will be based on measurements covering both k , 1 and k. For the rest of the interval, however, all
designs completed will be based on information relating to k. Assuming that designs are completed with the
same probability throughout the interval and summing up the squared errors for the three cases gives
2
E f(A^ ,
(2)
 Ak (o; d)) g = A  t  (A , A )2 A + A  t  A  T , t , t
k M+
E M
k,1
k + k ,1
k
(Ak,1 , Ak )2 + tk,1 TE +
3
2tM
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Figure 4: Network loss versus observation interval with xed session routing (left) and dynamic session routing
(right).
Di erentiating (2) with respect to tM and solving for a positive, real valued root yields

topt
M =

p3A T + 3(A , A )t
k
k ,1
k E

(3)

jAk,1 , Ak j

If the di erence between Ak,1 and Ak is small, (3) may give topt
M > T , tE , a result for which our model is not
valid, but a sequence of more than two tracs must be considered. We refrain from this and simply set topt
M as
the minimum of T , tE and (3).
opt
Extending the result to networks, we compute an overall topt
M by weighting tM (k; o; d) for each k; o; d by
the expected di erences respectively

topt
M =

X

q

E f(A^ , Ak (o; d))2 g opt
tM (k; o; d)
P q
k;o;d k;o;d E f(A^ , Ak (o; d))2 g

(4)

where E f(A^ , Ak (o; d))2 g is computed from (2) with tM = topt
M according to (3).
Applying (4) to our set of test networks, we typically obtain topt
M  6, 5, and 4 for tE = 0, 3, and 6 respectively. Figure 4 shows network loss with xed session routing (left) and dynamic session routing (right) versus
tM =topt
M as observed in our simulator, with di erent values of tE indicated by solid lines. Dotted and dashed
lines give upper and lower bounds respectively: The former refers to a xed network which is permanently
dimensioned for an average trac over all k, and the latter to \ideal" management were exact information
about all tracs is available in advance and the network is updated exactly when tracs change.
The gure basically con rms the optimum and we observe an overall insensitivity to topt
M : Setting tM to
opt
opt
tM =2 or 2tM has very little impact on the loss. This means that (4) provides a robust estimate in the sense
that even poor forecasts of Ak (o; d) will yield a topt
M that performs close to optimal.
There is also a tendency to reward tM smaller than optimum, especially for small tE . This is explained
by exploitation of stratum 3 variations, the stochastic nature of which demand short observation intervals and
short design and implementation times. These are visible here because of the unrealistically high frequency of
network updates used to produce these curves, tU = 1.
Finally we note the general increase in loss caused by longer execution times. This leads to the conclusion
that, because of trac dynamics, a fast algorithm may be preferred to a slower one even if the latter is known
to produce in some meaning better network designs.
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3.2 Network Design

We have used the design algorithm of [3], though a possibly better alternative now is available in [37]. Other
more or less related proposals are given in Evans [12], Gopal et al. [20, 21], Herzberg [23, 24, 25], Gersht et al.
[17, 18, 30] and Mase et al. [31]. These were not suitable for our purpose, however. For reasons of space, we
refrain from elaborating on the details, but refer the interested reader to the appropriate references.

3.3 Network Updating

Upon receiving trac estimates, the NMC computes the optimum VSN design, in our case by means of the
algorithm in [3], after which it must decide whether to implement the result or not. Basing this decision on a
comparison of costs, we need to evaluate the expected costs for implementing the new design and for keeping
the old one respectively. We also need to determine the interval tU at which the cycle of measurements and
updating should be repeated.

3.3.1 Evaluation

Updating a network means that we can expect higher revenues as resources are reallocated according to current
demands. However, updating also means costs, for example by processing VPs and VCs, and should hence be
made only if increasing revenues exceed the costs. As costs are paid when an update is made while increasing
revenues follow later, a decision on whether to implement a design or not must be based on predictions.
Consider a network with channel allocations m(o; d), which are based on trac estimates A(o; d), and
suppose that a new design m (o; d), which is based on the most recent trac estimates A (o; d), is considered
for implementation.
The costs C of implementing the design, consists of a xed cost CI for the implementation itself, and a
variable cost depending on the state of the network. The latter is composed from costs for packing, rerouting
and clearing, which amount to CP , CR , and CC respectively per transaction. The number of transactions can
be worked out exactly by performing an imaginary update. The total cost can thus be expressed as

C = CI +

X

X

X
o;d

CR +

X

CC
(5)
Packed
Rerouted
Cleared
sessions
sessions
sessions
The gain G from implementing the design is the additional trac carried in the future if the design is
implemented, but that otherwise would have been rejected. We assume that such a gain can only be achieved
if the new design is based on real changes in arrival rates, but not if the di erence A(o; d) between A(o; d)
and A (o; d) merely re ects random uctuations. The expected gain is therefore
G=

CP +

P (o; d)A0 (o; d)

(6)

where P (o; d) is the probability that A(o; d) is not a result of stochastic variations, A0 (o; d) is the di erence
in carried trac if A (o; d) is o ered to m (o; d) rather than m(o; d) ECs, and  is the time during which present
conditions are expected to last.
To compute P (o; d), we assume that trac estimates are normally distributed, with the mean and variance
given in section 3.1.1. If A (o; d) is an independent sample of the same trac as A(o; d), both have the same
mean and variance, and we may de ne a normalised di erence Z (o; d)
A(o; d) 2 N(0; 1)
Z (o; d) = A(o;pd) , E fA(o; d)g = q
V fA(o; d)g
2 A(to;d)

(7)

M

which allows us to approximate P (o; d) as

P (o; d)  2(jZ (o; d)j) , 1

(8)
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where  denotes the distribution function for the standard normal distribution, and we have used a two-sided
test.
To nd A0 (o; d) we formally write
A0 (o; d) = A0 (o; d) , A0 (o; d)

(9)

where A0 (o; d) and A0 (o; d) refer to the carried trac on the proposed and existing networks respectively. If
xed routing is employed stratum 3, we simply get
,

A0 (o; d) = A (o; d) 1 , Em(o;d)(A (o; d))
(10)
,

0


A (o; d) = A (o; d) 1 , Em(o;d)(A (o; d))
(11)
where Em (A) again denotes the Erlang loss formula. If dynamic routing is used on stratum 3 we instead get





A0 (o; d) = A (o; d) 1 , EmA (o;d);r(o;d)(A (o; d); B  (o; d)) +

(12)

A0 (o; d) =

(13)




+ 21 B  (o; d) 1 , EmB (o;d);r(o;d)(A (o; d); B  (o; d))


A (o; d) 1 , EmA  (o;d);r(o;d)(A (o; d); B  (o; d)) +
 B

1 


+ 2 B (o; d) 1 , Em (o;d);r(o;d)(A (o; d); B (o; d))

where the two terms of each equation refer to the contributions from primary and secondary choice tracs
A (A; B ) and E B (A; B ) are modi ed Erlang loss functions for trac A and B respectively,
respectively. Em;s
m;r
when two tracs A and B are o ered to a common group of m circuits and trac B is blocked if r < m circuits
are busy

!

r ( A + B )
m A
X
Am = X
+
m!
!
=0
=r+1 !
!
m A
r (A + B )
m A !
r
X
X
X
(
A
+
B
)
B
Em;r (A; B ) =
r! + =r+1 ! = =0 ! + =r+1 !
A (A; B ) =
Em;r

(14)
(15)

and B  (o; d) and B  (o; d) is the over owing trac o ered to the o; d-link with the existing and proposed
designs respectively

B  (o; d) =
B  (o; d) =

N
X

A (o; d)Em(o;d) (A (o; d)) I (o; d) =

n=1
n 6= o; d
N
X

N
X

I (o; d)

n=1
n 6= o; d
N
X

A (o; d)Em (o;d)(A (o; d)) I  (o; d) =

n=1
n 6= o; d

I  (o; d)

n=1
n 6= o; d

(16)
(17)

Here I (o; d) and I  (o; d) denote the e ective idle capacity of a two hop path with the existing and proposed
designs respectively,
I (o; d) = min(i(o; n); i(n; d))
(18)



I (o; d) = min(i (o; n); i (n; d))
(19)

where i(o; d) and i (o; d) denote the e ective idle capacity of a single link with the existing and proposed designs
respectively
,

i(o; d) = m(o; d) , A (o; d) 1 , Em(o;d) (A (o; d))
(20)
,





i (o; d) = m (o; d) , A (o; d) 1 , Em(o;d) (A (o; d))
(21)
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Figure 5: Network cost versus assumed duration of an update with xed session routing (left) and dynamic
session routing (right).
Clearly (12) { (21) should be cyclically repeated until the solution converges, i.e. until the Erlang xed
point is found. In light of all approximations above and the feeling that this is too time consuming for the
intended real time purpose, we refrain from this for now.
Figure 5 shows network cost versus =tU as observed in our simulator, with routing strategies, di erent
values of tE , and upper and lower bounds as in gure 4. Combining the results for xed and dynamic VC
routing, it appears that network cost takes its smallest for =tU  2, hence we choose this value.

3.3.2 Interval

Selecting a proper interval tU between two attempts to update a network, is again a question of minimising
costs: The more immediate the response to changing demands, the more resources must be spent on processing,
but the less trac will be lost. We de ne the optimum updating interval as the one for which the expected,
total costs takes its minimum

topt
U = tU : min
tU

K
X
k=1

Ck (tU )

(22)

where Ck (tU ), the costs paid during period k with an updating interval of tU , is a sum of management costs
and costs for lost trac.
As for management, results on trac measurements are transmitted to the NMC which computes a new
design and analyses it. This process is repeated at intervals of tU , at a cost of CT each.
Proceeding to losses, costs are associated to trac lost due to the delay in updating the network. This trac
is denoted by A0k (o; d). For each T -interval k, the rst trac estimate A (o; d) that contains information about
the new trac will, on the average, be completed after tU =2 time units, after which computation, evaluation
and possible implementation will take another tE time units. We call this time the initial updating delay. If a
redesign is not made at this point, an additional updating delay, a multiple of updating intervals tU , will be
added until a redesign is implemented. We denote the average number of such attempts by Hk (tU ).
Summing up, we can expect the following costs over a T -interval k of


X
X
A0k (o; d) + Hk (tU ) tU A0k (o; d)
Ck (tU ) = tT CT + t2U + tE
U
o;d
o;d

(23)

where the rst term refer to processing, the second one to trac lost during the initial delay, and the third one
to trac lost during the additional delay.
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A0k (o; d) is estimated from equation (9) with the new sample A (o; d) equal to the o ered trac Ak (o; d),

m (o; d) is taken from the design for forecasts of Ak (o; d), and m(o; d) from the one for Ak,1 (o; d).

To nd Hk (tU ), consider the probability hk (tU ) that the rst trac estimate containing information about
a new trac k will lead to a network redesign. According to section 3.3.1, a redesign will take place only if the
cost C is less than the expected gain G, and we may write

hk (tU ) = Prob(ck < gk )

(24)

where ck and gk is the cost and gain respectively, as predicted by the rst sample containing k-trac after a
change.
Starting with the cost ck , we simplify (5) by not going into details with the processing of individual sessions,
which would require approximations of computed designs and of the states of the network at updating instants,
and only consider the cost for implementing the design, hence ck  CI .
Proceeding to the gain gk , let ak,1 (o; d) denote the estimates of Ak,1 (o; d) according to which the network
is dimensioned prior to trac period k, let ak (o; d) be the estimates which contain the rst information on
Ak (o; d), and de ne ak (o; d) as the di erence between the two estimates. Similar to equation (6) we get

gk 

X
o;d

pk (o; d)a0k (o; d)

(25)

where pk (o; d) approximates P (o; d), the signi cance of the detected di erence, and a0k (o; d) approximates
A0 (o; d), the expected increase in carried trac following the implementation of a new design.
Proceeding analogous to section 3.3.1 we write

pk (o; d)  2(zk (o; d)) , 1

(26)

)
zk (o; d) = qaak (o; (do;d
)

(27)

with
k,1

2

tM

The expected gain a0 (o; d) used in the evaluation process is approximated as the relative di erence detected
times the nominal gain

a0k (o; d)  aAk ((o;o;dd)) A0k (o; d)

(28)

k

Inserting the approximations (26){(28) in (25) we get

gk 

0
X@
o;d

1
2( qak (o; d) ) , 1A ak (o; d) A0k (o; d)
Ak (o; d)

2 ak,t1M(o;d)

(29)

from which it is observed that each term in gk is a function of the sampled variables ak (o; d) and ak,1 (o; d).
The approximate mean and the variance of gk may therefore be obtained from from the moments of ak (o; d)
and ak,1 (o; d) by standard formulae for approximate moments of functions of stochastic variables [29]

E fgk g =
=

X
o;d

E fgk (o; d)g

0
X@
o;d

(30)

1

k g ) , 1A E fak g A0 
2( qE fEa
k
fa g
A

2

k ,1

tM

k
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and

V fgk g =
=

X
o;d

V fgk (o; d)g

(31)

2 2( qEfak g )
32
0
1
66
7 2
2 Efatk, g E fak g 0
X
k g ) , 1A A0k 7
V fak g 64 q Efa g A Ak + @2( qE fEa
Ak 75  +
k
2 t k,
2 fat k, g
o;d
2
32
X
k g ) qE fak g E fak g A0 5  2
V fak,1 g 42( qE fEa
k
fak, g
E fak, g Ak
M

M

o;d

2

1

1

tM

M

1

2

tM

1

1

where we for readability have omitted references to (o; d) for ak , ak,1 , Ak , and A0k . The mean and the
variance of the sample di erence and the old sample respectively are obtained as
8 Ak (o;d) tU
tM > tU
>
< 2 tM
E fak (o; d)g = >
(32)
: Ak2(o;d) 1 , ttMU  tM < tU
8 2Ak,1 (o;d) Ak (o;d) tU Ak (o;d)2 t2U
>
tM > tU
< tM + 2 t2M + 12 t2M
(33)
V fak (o; d)g =
>
: Ak (o;d)+tMAk,1(o;d) , A2kt(Uo;d) , Ak3(o;d)2 ttMU + Ak4(o;d)2 tt2M2U tM < tU
E fak,1 (o; d)g = Ak,1 (o; d)
(34)
V fak,1 (o; d)g = Ak,1 (o; d)=tM
(35)
Subtracting the cost from the gain and assuming that gk , which is a sum of independent stochastic variables,
is normally distributed, we nally obtain

fgk g , ck )
hk (tU )  ( Ep
V fgk g

(36)

The following samples will contain successively more and more information about the new k-trac, hence
an update will have a greater chance of being implemented the second time and so on. However, we assume
that the probability of implementing a new design independent of the number of previously failed attempts,
and nally obtain

H (tU ) =

1
X
k=0

k (1 , h(tU ))k h(tU ) = 1 ,h(ht (t)U )

(37)

U

Applying the result to our series of networks typically gives topt
U  3:00, 2.75, and 2.50 for tE = 0, 3, and
6 respectively and xed session routing. With dynamic session routing, updating is less frequent and we get
topt
U  3:25, 3.00, and 2.75 respectively. Of the proposed updates, typically about 60% are found pro table
for xed VC routing and 20% for dynamic VC routing. We thus get e ective updating intervals which are
much longer than the frequency of updating attempts suggests, the di erence is more accentuated for dynamic
session routing.
Figure 6 shows network cost versus tU =topt
U as observed in our simulator, with routing strategies, di erent
values of tE, and upper and lower bounds as before. Similar to measurements, the gure con rms the optimum
opt
and we also observe a similar insensitivity: Setting tU to topt
U =2 or 2tU only marginally increases the cost.
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Figure 6: Network cost versus updating interval with xed session routing (left) and dynamic session routing
(right).

4 Results

4.1 Performance

Approximation Realisation

Forecast

Approximation Realisation

90

90

130

Forecast

Trac
170 210 250

Trac
130 170 210 250

So far, analyses and simulations have presumed that o ered tracs fully agree with forecasts. In real networks,
however, T are Ak are neither known, nor do they actually exist, but tracs change continuously e.g. throughout
the day and from one day to another. To model this, we introduce slow changes by letting o ered tracs change
gradually, in 6 steps over 10 time units, rather than instantaneously. We also let T~k , the actual value of T interval k, and A~k (o; d), the actual trac from o to d during period k, vary randomly around the expected
(forecast) values according to normal distributions with a coecient of variation KV
T~k 2 N(T; KV T )
(38)
~
Ak (o; d) 2 N(Ak (o; d); KV Ak (o; d))
(39)
with the modi cation that T~k over a cycle k = 1; : : : ; K are scaled to sum up to KT . This is done to keep
the cycle length, typically a day or a week, xed. The long term stability thus imposed is important to the
alternatives we will discuss below, but not our strategy. Figure 7 gives an idea of resulting di erences between
a forecast trac pro le, our approximations, and actual realisation for KV = 0:05 (left) and KV = 0:20 (right).

0

2

4
Time

6

8

0

2

4
Time

6

8

Figure 7: Examples of possible realisations of trac sequences, our approximations and associated forecasts
with low uncertainty (left) and high uncertainty (right).
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Figure 8: Relative network pro t versus forecast uncertainty with xed session routing (left) and dynamic session
routing (right).
To get a compact representation of network performance, i.e. both carried trac, lost trac and processing
costs, we de ne the performance metric relative network pro t (r.n.p.) as carried trac minus management
costs over o ered trac. That is, an r.n.p. of 100% corresponds to a case where all o ered trac is accepted at
no additional management costs. Figure 8 shows the r.n.p. observed when simulating the networks for di erent
values of KV , with tM and tU computed from the forecast trac pro les. Routing strategies, di erent values
of tE, and bounds are indicated as above.
For xed routing, it is noted that very small deviations, on the order of 1%, have little impact. However, for
larger variations, our strategy adapts very well and signi cantly outperforms the \lower bound" of prescheduled
rearranging. This observation holds for all values of tE and irrespective of whether session routing is xed or
dynamic, but the degree of uncertainty required to motivate our strategy depends on both tE and the session
routing strategy. Small tE and xed session routing means lower degrees of uncertainty and vice versa.
To give an idea of the background to the curves, table 1 gives examples of the amount of processing behind
the curves. The table provides the number of sessions carried, over owed, redirected, repacked, and cleared
for dynamic, preset and xed VP networks, and xed and dynamic VC routing. The numbers refer to an
uncertainty KV of 0:05, and tE = 0 for dynamic VP routing.
It is seen that out of approximately 15 million sessions carried, no more than 30,000 (0.2%) are subject to
redirection or repacking. We also observe that the dynamic strategy means less redirection and no clearing
but more repacking than the preset strategy, and that the xed strategy is the one that exploits alterative VC
routing the most.
Finally we demonstrate the impact of our cost assumptions by showing the same plots as in gure 8. The
upper and lower diagrams in gure 9 show r.n.p. when processing costs are divided by three and multiplied by
VP routing VC routing
Dynamic
Fixed
Dynamic
Dynamic
Preset
Fixed
Preset
Dynamic
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Dynamic

Carried Over owed Redirected Repacked Cleared
14232310
0
1665
99
0
14352452 225238
2753
31634
0
14194258
0
6430
0
281
14365672 229665
7506
9846
618
14026139
0
0
0
0
14252193 385185
0
0
0

Table 1: Examples of actual amounts of processing.
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Figure 9: Relative network pro t versus forecast uncertainty with xed session routing (left) and dynamic session
routing (right). The upper row refers to lower processing costs, the lower row to higher processing costs.
three respectively. The di erences are quite small, but in particular for dynamic VC routing, it is noted that
our strategy performs better the smaller the processing costs.

4.2 Alternatives

Having proposed a dynamic strategy for VNM and demonstrated its eciency, one can ask what alternative
solutions that can be found. We can see at least three: applying a deterministic strategy for rerouting VPs
rather than our dynamic one; skipping routing of VPs altogether by relying on dynamic routing of sessions
(VCs) only; or supplying so much extra transmission capacity that dynamic tuning of the resources is not
meaningful.
The rst alternative of prede ned rearrangements is identical to the lower bound of preset VPs in gures
4{9. From gures 8 and 9, it is obvious that our strategy is superior except for very accurate forecasts, even
when dynamic routing is applied on stratum 3.
The second alternative of no rearrangements is identical to the upper bound of xed VPs in the same gures.
From gures 8 and 9 it is seen that dynamic VP routing always outperforms xed VP routing irrespective of
whether VC routing is xed or dynamic, i.e. dynamic routing of VCs is a compliment rather than an alternative
to dynamic routing of VPs. Similar results have also been reported by [20, 21, 38, 35] and others. It is also
seen that if one was restricted to keeping either VP or VC routing xed, gures 8 and 9 indicate that there is
more gain from applying the dynamics to VPs than to VCs if the VP design computation and implementation
time tE is not too large.
The third alternative of supplying more capacity rather than rearranging existing resources is rather costly
as illustrated in gure 10. The curve shows the average number of OD-pairs serviced per unit of capacity for
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Figure 10: Capacity reusage versus trac pro le coecient of variation.
various values of KV . This number gives an idea of the additional capacity required to maintain service under
trac variations without VNM: about 50% for KV = 0:01 up to 150% for KV = 0:2. Moreover, VNM would
still be required for situations like faulty links or nodes. The gure is obtained analytically for the current
series of networks by averaging designs for 50 realisations of each trac pattern and each network.

4.3 Bounds

4
Loss (%)
2
3
0

0

1

Loss (%)
1
2
3

4

Finally we turn to the question of how to identify a suitable time scale T for \slow" rate variations. We will
show that T is not so much a matter of the general properties of trac variations, but rather of technical and
economical constraints.
As for trac variation properties, it might be suspected that fast rate variations are averaged by a network
and therefore not noticeable in terms of network performance. This is illustrated in gure 11, which shows
network loss vs. the duration of a \stable state" T for networks which are permanently dimensioned for average
tracs. Bounds are indicated by dotted lines: At lower bound at T = 0 means that tracs are equal to average
at any time, and an upper bound at T = 1 means that average applies only over an in nitely long period.
The diagrams to the left and right refer to networks with xed and dynamic VC routing respectively.
It is seen that the longer the time scale over which the average applies, the worse does a network permanently
set to average tracs perform. In particular, we observe that not even rate variations which occur on a time
scale faster than a session holding time are fast enough to be perceived as average by the network, a fact

0:20

2:00
Duration of stable period

20:00

0:20

2:00
Duration of stable period

Figure 11: In uence of rate variations to network performance.
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Figure 12: Technical and economical constraints imposed by relative design turn-around time with xed session
routing (left) and dynamic session routing (right).
which is not a ected by employing advanced VC routing. Consequently, there is no distinct lower limit to the
durability T of rate variations below which network performance is not a ected, and T cannot be determined
from general properties of variable tracs.
Figure 12 attempts to illustrate the technical and economical constraints. The diagrams show the impact of
the relative design turn-around time tE =T to network pro t. As before, our strategy is indicated by solid lines,
dotted and dashed lines refer to upper and lower bounds, and xed VC routing is shown to the left, dynamic
VC routing to the right. We note that the pro t decreases almost linearly with tE =T , from close to the upper
bound for tE = 0 down to and below the lower bound marked by a xed network. The points at which the
these are crossed indicate absolute minima of T , below which our dynamic reallocation scheme falls short of
permanent allocations based on tracs which are averages over k.
It is seen that T is bounded by tE , and that the smaller the ratio tE =T , the better will the strategy perform.
Selecting T is therefore a compromise between good performance of the strategy, which is obtained for a
long interval, and accurate control of the network, which requires a short interval. Further investigations are
required to determine the optimal trade-o between the two aspects, but it is clear that the shorter the design
turn-around time tE , the smaller T can be used (or, conversely, the better the performance for any given T ).

5 Further Work
The results indicate a number of possible improvements. Further work therefore includes better prediction
methods optimised for slow changes over longer periods of time, and a more strict optimisation of the duration
of a particular design. Another important issue is to develop suitable criteria for selecting an optimal T from
a general trac pro le.
A more fundamental issue is to develop strategies that do not involve a central NMC but let the nodes
communicate with each other and adjust the VPs as necessary.
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